Note: Color may vary slightly from samples.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Claridge Cork is made from pure, natural ingredients including linseed oil, pine resin, cork and pigments that are calendared onto a jute backing to create a smooth, suede-like surface of unsurpassed beauty and exceptional durability.

FEATURES
• Environmentally friendly
• Tacks insert easily, are gripped firmly
• Does not crack, peel or crumble
• Washable stain-resistant finish
• Use for wall covering or individual bulletin boards
• Expanded color range - 15 harmonizing colors
• Dimensionally stable
• Meets ASTM E-84, NFPA 258 (fuel contribution) - Class B, and NFPA 255 (critical radiant flux) - Class II
• No toxins - no harmful by-products or emissions
• Low light reflectance
• Naturally inhibits bacterial growth

Note: Features referenced above reflect characteristics of the cork surface only.